show that the MA-ANN has a significant improvement on the forecast accuracy compared with the original four 19 models. This is mainly due to the improvement of correlation between inputs and outputs depending on the 20 moving average operation. The optimal memory lengths of the moving average were three and six for Cuntan and
Introduction

27
Many data-driven models, including linear, nonparametric or nonlinear approaches, are 28 developed for hydrologic discharge time series prediction in the past decades (Marques et al., 29 2006) . Generally, there are two basic assumptions underlay different model techniques. The 30 first assumption suggests that a time series is originated from a stochastic process with an 31 infinite number of degrees of freedom. Under this assumption, linear models such as 32
AutoRegressive (AR), AutoRegressive Moving Average (ARMA), AutoRegressive Integrated 33
Moving Average (ARIMA), and Seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) had made a great success in 34 river flow prediction (Carlson et al., 1970; Salas et al., 1985; Haltiner and Salas, 1988; Yu and 35 Tseng, 1996; Kothyari and Singh, 1999; Huang et al., 2004; María et al., 2004) . 36 The second assumption is that a random-looking hydrologic time series is derived from 37 a deterministic dynamic system such as chaos. In the past two decades, chaos-based streamflow 38 prediction techniques have been increasingly obtaining interests of the hydrology community 39 (Jayawardena and Lai, 1994; Jayawardena and Gurung, 2000; Elshorbagy et al., 2002; Wang 40 et al, 2006b ) although some doubts have been raised in terms of the existence of chaos in 41 hydrologic data (Ghilardi and Rosso, 1990 ; Koutsoyiannis and Pachakis, 1996; Pasternack, 42 1999; Schertzer et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2006a) . Generally, the prediction techniques for a 43 dynamic system can be roughly divided into two approaches: local and global. Local approach 44 uses only nearby states to make predictions whereas global approach involves all the states. K-45
Nearest-Neighbors (KNN) algorithm, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Support Vectors 46
Machine (SVM) are some typical forecast methods for dynamic systems (Sivapragasam et al., 47 2001; Laio et al. ,2003; Wang et al., 2006b ).
Phase-Space-Reconstruction (PSR) is a 48
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precondition before performing any predictions of the dynamic system. Typical methods 1 involved in PSR are correlation integral, singular-value decomposition of the sample 2 covariance matrix, False Nearest Neighbors (FNN), and true vector fields (Grassberger and 3 Procaccia, 1983; Abarbanel et al., 1993) . 4
Comparative studies on the above prediction techniques have been further carried out 5 by some researchers. Sivakumar et al. (2002) found that the performance of the KNN approach 6 was consistently better than ANN in short-term river flow prediction. Laio et al. (2003) carried  7 out a comparison of KNN and ANN for flood predictions and found that KNN performed 8 slightly better at short forecast time while the situation was reversed for longer time. Similarly, 9
Yu et al. (2004) proposed that KNN performed worse than ARIMA on the basis of daily 10 streamflow prediction. The conclusions in literature are very inconsistent. It is difficult to 11 justify which modeling technique is more suitable for a streamflow forecast. 12 The above two assumptions are in the extremes of a hydrologic streamflow series. Salas 13 et al. (1985) suggested that a streamflow process should be treated as an integration of 14 stochastic (or random) and deterministic components. Describing it as either a totally linear 15 stochastic process or fully nonlinear deterministic chaos is not a practical approach (Elshorbagy 16 et al. 2002) . Therefore, the model based on either of two assumptions may not be the most 17 suitable. An investigation on an optimal prediction model is worthy to further study with 18 different real monthly streamflow data (Xiangjiaba, Cuntan, Manwan, and Danjiangkou). 19 The scope of this study is to compare four forecast models, ARMA, ANN, KNN, and 20 ANN-PSR and develop an optimal model for monthly streamflow prediction. This paper is 21 organized in the following manner. Section 2 presents the four sets of streamflow data used in 22 this study. Section 3 first describes the principles of PSR and then identifies its parameters 23 using the correlation integral approach and the FNN approach. The implementation of the 24 forecast models, including data preparation and selection of parameters, is discussed in Section 25 4. Forecast results are described in Section 5 and conclusions of the study are presented in 26 Section 6. 27 28 Monthly streamflow series of three watersheds and one river, i.e. Xiangjiaba, Manwan, 29 Danjiangkou, and Yangtze River, were analyzed in this study. 30 The largest watershed, Xiangjiaba, is at the upstream of Yangtze river with average 31 yearly discharge of 4538 m 3 /s. Monthly streamflow series were taken from the hydrological 32 station near the Xiangjiaba Dam site located in Sichuan Province. The basin area contributed to 33 the streamflow series is around 45.88×10 4 km 2 . The period of the data was from January 1940 34 to December 1997. 35 The medium watershed, Manwan, is located in the Lancang River which originates 36 from the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau. The last streamflow series is Yangtze River, the largest river in China. The selected 1 monthly streamflow data were from the hydrology station of Cuntan located in the middle 2 stream of the river. The stream flow series spanned from January 1893 to December 2007. 3 Four monthly streamflow series are shown in Fig. 1 . Monthly streamflow data in 4 Xiangjiaba, Manwan, and Cuntan are characterized by a smooth process whereas monthly 5 streamflow data in Danjiangkou exhibits complex oscillations. The linear fits (dotted lines in 6 Fig. 1 ) verify the consistency of the streamflow series. All series exhibit good consistency 7 because the linear fits are closed to horizontal. Since there was no large-scale hydraulic works 8 such as dams built during the data collection period, the streamflow process is fairly pristine in 9 each case. 10 
Streamflow Data
Reconstruction of Dynamics
Phase Space Reconstruction 12
To describe the temporal evolution of a dynamical system in a multi-dimensional phase 13 space with a scale time series, it is essential to employ some techniques to unfold the multi-14 dimensional structure using the available data (Wang et al., 2006a) . The most frequently used 15 reconstruction method for a univariate or multivariate time series is the delay-time method 16 (Takens, 1981; Farmer and Sidorowich ,1987; Sauer et al. ,1991; Jayawardena and Lai, 1994 
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where t e is a typical noise term. In the form of time series, it can be expressed 29 as
[ , ,
predicting future trajectory by current trajectory becomes viable once the function
determined. In practice, the expression is often defined as: 32 ( 1) ( (t)) The global approach depends on the observations at all points whereas the local approach 38 depends on observations that are in some finite neighborhood of the point of estimate. The 39 KNN algorithm is a widely-used local method, which was originally developed by Farmer and 40 Sidorowich (1987) . The basic idea behind KNN is that only nearby states are used to makepredictions for the local approximation. This method is similar to the Nearest Neighbor Method 1 (NNM) (Yakowitz and Karlsson, 1987; Toth et al., 2000; Solomatine et al., 2008) once an 2 attractor is correctly unfolded or the phase space of the dynamical system is correctly 3 reconstructed. Attractor reconstruction refers to those methods for inference of geometrical and 4 topological information about a dynamical attractor from observations. An attractor is the point 5 where the dynamics are discontinuous, through which the minimum embedding dimension can 6 be determined. For the purpose of comparisons, a local approach of KNN algorithm (Farmer 7 and Sidorowich, 1987; Jayawardena and Lai, 1994 ) and a global approach of ANN were 8 discussed in this study. (Grassberger and 30 Procaccia,1983; Fraser and Swinney, 1986; Casdagli et al., 1991; Tsonis, 1992; Abarbanel et 31 al., 1993; Kugiumtzis, 1996; Hegger et al., 1999; and Kantz and Schreiber, 2004 
14
can be defined as:
Since D 2 is unknown before conducting the computation, the convergence of the correlation 18 dimension D 2 in m must be examined. 19 The procedure of the computation is first to plot ln ( ) C r versus ln r with a given m . 20
Then, the potential scaling region is determined wherever the slope (i.e. the correlation 21 exponent  ) of the curve for the given m is approximately constant. The constant slope can be 22 estimated by a straight line fitting of the scaling region. In general, the best way to define the 23 scaling region is to produce another figure which demonstrates the slope of the ln ( ) C r as a 24 function of ln r . If a scaling region exists, a plateau should be shown in the figure. For a finite dataset, there is a radius r below which there are no pairs of points (i.e. 31 depopulation zone). Conversely, when r approaches the diameter of the cloud of points, the 32 number of pairs will increase no further as r increases (i.e. saturation zone). The scaling region 33 would be found somewhere between the depopulation and the saturation zones. In view 34 of
, the population of pairs of points for a finite data set on small scales is smaller 35 than the population of pairs on large scales. This leads to poor statistics at small r and the 36 function ( ) C r may be distorted. Nevertheless, the scaling region over large r 's should remain 37 unchanged if there are sufficient points available. On the contrary, the scaling region may be 38 completely masked if there are inadequate points. Also, the scaling region can be "lost" 39 between the depopulation and the saturation zones by increasing the m while the number of 40 points remain the same positions. substantially altered by going from 3000 or 6000 points to subsets of 500 points (Abraham et 10 al., 1986 ).
11
The ln ( ) C r versus ln r graphs and the correlation exponent  versus ln r for the four values D 2 for the three streamflow series are at interval of (1.5, 2). Generally, a sufficient 27 condition for the smallest m is that m is an integer larger than 2D 2 . The associated m is 28 therefore set the value of 4 for the three series. A test for the robustness of m with variable 29  from 1 to 5 was performed, which implied that m is insensitive to .
30
With the potential values on D 2 or m , some criteria such as 10 A can be satisfied whereas 31 other criteria such as 10 2+0.4m cannot be satisfied. The latter criteria means that few hydrologic 32 records can be assessed for 5 m  attractors since as many as 10,000 points require 27 years of 33 daily records or around 900 years of monthly records. Thus, the three monthly series of 34
Danjiangkou, Cuntan and Manwan may be treated as chaotic with suggested variable 4 m  . 35 Furthermore, the phase portraits of four streamflow series are portrayed in Fig. 8 Fig. 9 , where  is set as value of 3 and tol R is from 10 to 30 with a step size of 10 5. Fig. 9 shows that FNNP is stable when tol R 15  . Fig. 10 One output neuron was selected whilst the input neurons were determined by following 11 the popular approach of examining the dependence between the input and output time series. 12
The model inputs are originally considered to take the previous three sequential data because 13 the ACF first attains zero and AMI achieves the first local minima at the lag time of 3 14 simultaneously (Fig. 3) . A trial and error method was then performed to check the three inputs 15
by systematically increasing the number of inputs from the latest month to the past twelve 16 months. The test results showed that the model with the 12-month data as inputs was optimal 17
for Cuntan and Danjiangkou. 18 The ensuing task is to optimize the size of the hidden layer with the chosen three inputs 19 and one output. The optimal size of the hidden layer was found by systematically increasing the 20 number of hidden neurons from 1 to 20 until the network performance on the cross-validation 21 set was no longer improved significantly. The optimal number of hidden neurons may be 22 affected by the use of a training algorithm. The most popular supervised training algorithms are 23 gradient descent techniques (e.g. BackPropagation (BP) algorithm) and Newton or quasi-24
Newton optimization techniques (e.g., Levenberg-Marquart (LM) algorithm, and Broyden-25
Fltecher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm). They are called local optimization techniques. 26
Alternatives to these methods are global optimization techniques such as the Particle Swarm 27
Optimization (PSO), the Genetic algorithm (GA), and the Shuffled Complex Evolution (SCE-28 UA). Generally, these local optimization methods have fast convergence but are susceptible to 29 local minima and unstable. The global optimization methods, on the other hand, are able to 30 overcome local minima and obtain more stable solutions but are slow convergence and tend to 31 find out a relative optimal solution. As an attempt to combine their merits of the two 32 optimization techniques, an integrated training algorithm combining LM with GA is adopted 33 (Chau et al., 2005) . The basic idea behind this algorithm is that GA is first utilized in search of 34 a set of weights and biases for ANN. These chosen weights and biases are then used as initial 35 values for a further optimization via the LM algorithm. Consider Danjingkou as a pilot case, 36 Table 2 demonstrates the one-step-ahead forecast performance statistics with 30 time runs in 37 terms of RMSE, CE and PI along with training time of three training algorithms of LM, PSO 38 and integrated algorithm of LM and GA. As expected, the PSO has better stability of 39 performance at the expense of training time whereas the LM has faster convergence but 40 exhibits a weak stability of performance in terms of the performance values in the Range 41 column (last column of Table 2 ). The hybrid algorithm indeed combines their merits with both 42 fast convergence and good stability of performance. Thus, the LM-GA algorithm was used for 43 training in the following study. The PSO is also acceptable because the time-consuming in 44 training is not too long. It was found that the optimal size of the hidden layer was 5 for all three 45 algorithms. Finally, a 12-5-1 configuration of the ANN model with the LM-GA algorithm was 46 designed for Danjiangkou. Similarly, a 12-13-1 configuration of ANN was applied to Cuntan. 47
The hyperbolic tangent functions were used as a transfer function in the hidden layer and output 1 layer. All input and output data were linearly scaled to the range of [- peaks for these models is quite good. The results are consistent with the high PI in Table 3.  5 Figs. 14 and 15 show the detail of the observed and predicted validation data series, 6 their errors, and REs from four prediction models for Danjiangkou. The forecasts of the peaks 7 of streamflows are mostly underestimated although these models can capture the whole trend of 8 validation data series. The grand mean of REs are about 50% but the maximum RE is up to 9 300% as shown in the plots of REs. There is a lag effect in the timing of the peaks for these 10 models by visual inspection, which is reflected by the low PI in Table 3.  11 Histograms of forecast errors of one-month-ahead prediction for Cuntan are presented 12
in Fig. 16 , and corresponding Auto-Correlation Functions (ACFs) of forecast errors are 13 depicted in Fig. 17 . The histograms are quasi-normal distributions and errors satisfy random 14 processes in terms of ACFs. The results suggest that employed four models were indeed trained 15 fully and forecasts from them are reliable. Similar results also can be found for Dangjiangkou. 16
Discussion
17
The parameter of k in KNN model poses a great impact on the performance of KNN. 18 As mentioned previously, the choice of k should still ensure the stability of the solution 19 although a preliminary value of k is based on 1 k m   . The verification of stability of k in 20 terms of RMSE is presented in Fig. 18 . The new value of k was 9 for both Cuntan and 21
Danjiangkou (recall that the original k was 8 and 7 respectively). The performance of KNN 22 with new k is presented in Fig. 19 investigates the existence of the forecast lag effect by Cross-Correlation 38
Functions (CCFs) between the predicted and observed validation data series. As expected by 39 visual inspection previously, there is no lag effect for Cuntan whereas there is obvious lag 40 effect in all models except for the KNN for Danjiangkou. The moving average operation was 41 used to generate new monthly streamflow time series to construct the model inputs of ANN. 42
Based on trial and error method, the optimal memory lengths of three months and six months 43 were respectively used in the moving average of the streamflow series of Cuntan and 44
Danjiangkou. With the same architecture as the original ANN, the new moving average ANN 45 (hereafter referred to MA-ANN) achieved a significant improvement in performance of 46 predictions. Table 4 presents the forecast results using the MA-ANN for Cuntan and  1 Danjiangkou. The high PI (over 0.9) indicates the elimination of timing error. Fig. 20 depicts  2 the detail of forecasts of MA-ANN for Cuntan and Danjiangkou. The observed data was fitted 3 perfectly in particular for Cuntan. The errors and REs also significantly decreased. Fig. 21  4 compares the CCFs between inputs and outputs in the MA-ANN model and the ANN model. 5 The results show that absolute CCFs in the first twelve lags from the former are mostly larger 6 than those from the latter, in particular for Danjiangkou. Therefore, the improved performance 7 from MA-ANN is due to the increase of the correlation between inputs and outputs by moving 8 average operation on original streamflow time series. This conclusion was different from the 9 effect of the moving average method employed in the work of de Vos and Rientjes (2005). The 10 moving average operation is however beneficial to the performance of ANN for one-step-ahead 11 streamflow prediction indeed. 12
Conclusions
13
The purpose of this study attempts to determine a relative optimal forecast model for 14 monthly streamflow data. Two methods of the PSR, the correlation dimension and the FNN, 15 were employed. The results show that three cases, Xiangjiaba, Cuntan, and Manwan, exhibit the ANN-PSR. This implies that the local approximation technique is better than the global 23 approximation technique for one-month-ahead discharge prediction (at least in the current 24 cases). Additionally, the common three-layer-feed-forward ANN did not expose its powerful 25 ability of mapping any complex function because its prediction performance was worse than 26 ARMA. The CCFs between the observed and predicted data series show that the forecast lag 27 effect exists for Danjiangkou. The operation of moving average on original streamflow series 28 can significantly improve the performance of ANN and eliminate the timing error by increasing 29 the correlation between inputs and outputs of ANN. For instance, the PI for Danjiangkou is 30 from 0.39 in original ANN to 0.93 in MA-ANN and its corresponding CE is from 0.47 to 0.93. 31 Based on the findings of this paper, the MA-ANN can be proposed as the optimal model for 32 one-month-ahead forecast. 
